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Let l be any odd prime and ` an l th root of unity. Let C (i)
l be the eigenspace of

the ideal class group of Q(`) corresponding to |i, | being the Teichmuller character.
We prove that if the order of C (3)

l is l h3, then xl n
+yl n

+zl n
=0 has no solutions with

l |% xyz, n�max(1, h3). � 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

Introduction

Let l be any odd prime and ` an l th root of unity. Let Cl be the l-Sylow
subgroup of the ideal class group of Q(`). The Teichmuller character
|: Zl � Zl* is given by |(x)#x (mod l ), where |(x) is an l&1-st root of
unity, and x # Zl . Under the action of Gal(Q(`)�Q) through this character,
Cl decomposes as a direct sum of C (i)

l , where C (i)
l is the eigenspace corre-

sponding to |i. Let the order of C (3)
l be l h3.

The main result of this paper is the following:

Theorem. For every n�max(1, h3), the equation xl n
+yl n

+zl n
=0 has

no integral solutions (x, y, z) with l |% xyz.

For n=1, the above theorem is proved in [Ku] using a result of Vandiver
different from the one we use. By Faltings' proof of the Mordell conjecture,
one knows that the number of integral solutions of xl+yl+zl=0 is finite.
Thus the equation xl n

+yl n
+zl n

=0 can have integral solutions only
for finitely many values of n. Washington [Wa2] gives the lower bound
max(1, u*&- l +3) for n, where u* is the highest power of l dividing
h&=h�h+, the first factor of the class number. Granville and Powell [GP]
have given the lower bound (,(l&1) log 3� log l ) for n.

Our proof of this result uses a series of ideas of H. S. Vandiver ([V1],
[V2]) along with a theorem of M. Kurihara [Ku] and some consequences
of the proof of Iwasawa's main conjecture for cyclotomic fields due to
B. Mazur and A. Wiles ([MW]).
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Sixty years ago, Vandiver claimed ([V1]) that the first case of Fermat's
Last Theorem held for l if l did not divide the class number h+ of the maxi-
mal real subfield of Q(`). It has been known for some time to experts
that his paper contained mistakes, some of which were serious. This paper
grew out of (my advisor) D. Ramakrishnan's suggestion two years ago to
study Vandiver's papers and see which parts could be resurrected. While
our result is somewhat weaker than what Vandiver tried to prove, we
manage to eliminate his hypothesis l |% h+, and also simplify the proof. In
particular, we avoid the use of his theorem [V3, p. 400] regarding the l th
power residue symbols of certain units, extending a result of Kummer [K,
p. 106].

The author thanks D. Ramakrishnan for his guidance and encouragement
throughout. He would also like to thank L. Washington for his interest and
also for pointing out an error in an earlier attempt to fix Vandiver's paper.
Thanks are due to the referee for valuable suggestions and comments. The
author is grateful to F. Hajir and C. Khare for many helpful suggestions
and conversations.

Notations and Preliminaries

l is an odd prime, ` is a primitive l th root of unity, and *=1&`.
K=Q(`) is the cyclotomic field, A=Z[`] its ring of integers, and A* the
group of units in A. G=Gal(K�Q), _ is a generator of G and _(`)=`r,
where r is a primitive generator of (Z�lZ)*. C is the ideal class group of K,
h the order of C, and Cl its l-Sylow subgroup. K+=Q(`+`&1)=Maximal
real subfield of K. A+, C+, h+, and C +

l are defined similarly. If I is an
ideal in A, then [I] is its ideal class in C.

The Bernoulli numbers Bm are defined by t�(et&1)=��
m=0 Bm(tm�m!).

The generalized Bernoulli numbers Bm, | j are defined by
�l&1

a=1 | j (a) xeax�(e(l&1) x&1)=��
m=0 Bm, | j xm�m!. The Kummer Unit $ is

given by $=- (1&`r)(1&`&r)�(1&`)(1&`&1). The cyclotomic unit Em is
defined as Em=>l&1

k=1 (_&k($))rmk
.

Note. This definition of Em is not standard. For instance, the Em

defined in [Ri, p. l28] is actually the square root of the Em defined above.
But all the properties of Em that we need will follow easily from those of
- Em and vice versa.

For a prime ideal Q{(*) of A, and : # A, : � Q, the l th power residue
symbol [:�Q] is defined by [:�Q]=`a, where `a is the unique l th root of
unity such that :(N(Q)&1)�l#`a (mod Q), N(Q) being the (absolute) norm
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of Q. [:�Q] is extended to all ideals prime to (*) multiplicatively. Also, we
have:

{:
J = :1�l=\K(:1�l�K

J + (:1�l),

where J is any ideal of A with (*) |% J, and ((K(:1�l�K )�J ) is the generalized
Frobenius element.

1. Logarithmic Derivatives

In this section we collect some results we need later on about the
logarithmic derivatives of polynomials. Many of these results are found in
[Ha, pp. 109�110] and [He, pp. 421�424].

For any f # Z[x], f (1)�0 (mod l ) and any integer k�1 define the
( formal ) logarithmic derivative q(k) with values in Q by 2(k)( f )=
(d k�dvk) log( f (ev))| v=0 . Let : # A=Z[`] be such that (*) |% (:). Write
:=f (`), with f # Z[x]. Then f (1)�0 (mod l ) and 2(n)( f ) is defined. For
1�k<l&1, set 2(k)(:)=2(k)( f ). This definition is independent modulo l
of the choice of f by the following:

Lemma 1.1. For 1�k<l&1, G(x), F(x) # Z[x] with G(1)�0 (mod l ),

F(`)=G(`) O 2(k)(F )#2(k)(G) (mod l ). (1.1)

For : # A, let :� denote the complex conjugate of :.

Proposition 1.2. Let : # A such that * |% :. Then for positive integers
l�k<l&1, i�1, we have

(a) 2(k)(:i)#i 2(k)(:) (mod l ).
(b) 2(k)(:� )#(&1)k 2(k)(:) (mod l ).
(c) 2(k)(:_)#rk 2(k)(:) (mod l ).

Proposition 1.3. Let ' # A*. For 1<k<l&1, k odd, we have

2(k)(')#0 (mod l).

Note. 2(1)(`k)#k (mod l ).

Lemma 1.1 and Prop. 1.2 (a) are straightforward. Part (b) of Prop. 1.2
follows from part (c). Part (c) is a consequence of a lemma proved by
Vandiver [V4, p. 619]. Prop. 1.3 follows from Prop. 1.2 (b) and the fact
that any unit of A is a product of a root of unity and a real unit.
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2. The Main Theorem

Recall that r is a primitive root modulo l, and A the ideal class group
of Q[`]. The l-Sylow subgroup Cl of A decomposes into a direct sum of
eigenspaces C (i)

l which are defined as follows: C (i)
l =[x # Cl | _(x)=x|i(_)=

x|i(r)]. Let |C (3)
l |=l h3.

Theorem 2.1. For n�max(1, h3),

xl n
+yl n

+zl n
=0 (2.1)

is impossible with x, y, z # Z, l |% xyz.

Proof. Assume equation (2.1) is possible, with l |% xyz. We may also
assume that x, y, z are relatively prime. Let X=xl n&1

, Y=yl n&1
. Then equa-

tion (2.1) can be written as >l&1
i=0 (X+`iY )=(&z) l n

. From this equation
we can deduce, when l |% z, that the ideals (X+`iY ) are prime to each other
and (*), and hence (X+`Y )=I l n

, where I is an ideal in A. Thus [I] # Cl .
If I is principal, we can get a contradiction using the same procedure as in
Kummer's proof of the first case of Fermat's last theorem for regular
primes ([K2, pp. 274�297] or [Wa, Ch. 1]). Therefore, we may (and will)
assume that I is nonprincipal, and l is irregular. Let Bi1 , Bi2 , . . . Bis , with
[i1 , ..., is]/[2, 4, ..., l&1], be the Bernoulli numbers divisible by l. Similar
to the definition of C (i)

l , if Vl is the Z�lZ vector space Cl�C l
l , let V (i)

l be the
eigenspace consisting of elements on which G acts via |i. We have the
following criterion due to Herbrand and Ribet:

Theorem ([R. p. 151], [He. p. 430]). V (i)
l {0 � l | Bl&1 .

Since V (i)
l =0 � C (i)

l =0, we can write Cl=C (l&i1)
l � } } } �C (l&is)

l .
From a well known result of Kummer (and also Cauchy and Genocchi;

cf., for instance, [Ri], p. 125) we find that if equation (2.1) is true with
l |% xyz, then l | Bl&3. Hence we may let l&i1=3 in the above decomposi-
tion.

The following result of Kurihara is a consequence of the proof of the
main conjecture for cyclotomic fields due to Mazur�Wiles [MW] (a
cyclotomic proof of the main conjecture follows from the work of
V. Kolyvagin [Ko]), the computation of K4(Z) by Lee and Sczcarba, and
the surjectivity, due to Soule� , for l>2 of the l-adic Chern class map
cl : K4(Z)�Zl � H2(Z[1�l], Zl (3)).

Theorem ([Ku], p. 223). C (l&3)
l =0 and C (3)

l is cyclic.
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Remark. This theorem, which was independently observed by R.
Greenberg, is essential to our proof. Note that the second statement of the
theorem follows from the first by Leopoldt's Reflection theorem.

Decomposing each C (i)
l in terms of its cyclic summands, we get Cl=

C (3)
l �M1� } } } �Mn , where n is a positive integer and each Mj is a cyclic

subgroup of some C (i)
l with i{3. Let [P] be an ideal class which generates

C (3)
l . Using the Tchebotarev density theorem, we choose a prime ideal P to

represent it. Similarly, for j=1, 2, ..., n, let Qj be a prime ideal representing
an ideal class which generates Mj . As already mentioned, [I] # Cl . So we
can write [I]=[P]t [Q1]k1 } } } [Qm]km, and thus

I=PtQk1
1 } } } Qkm

m \#
$+ , (2.2)

where t,k1 ,. . ., km are non-negative integers, and #, $ are nonzero algebraic
integers.

Remark. Note that, since (*) |% I, we may choose #, $ so that (*) |% (#),
(*) |% ($). But note also that we cannot make (#) and ($) relatively prime.
Thus, the ideal P need not divide the ideal I. In fact, it is not clear that
there would be any ideal in the class C (3)

l which divides I. The crucial mis-
take made by Vandiver in [V1] is that in a similar situation he seems to
assume P divides I.

We first use the following theorem due to Vandiver:

Theorem A [V1, pp. 118�122]. Let E1&3 be the real unit as defined in
Section 1. If xl+yl+zl=0 with l |% xyz, then [E1&3 �Q]=1, where Q is any
prime ideal such that Q | (x+`y).

In particular, writing the ideal I as a product of prime ideals, and using
the multiplicativity of the l th power residue symbol, we get

{El&3

I ==1 (2.3)

We also need the following:

Lemma 2.2. K(E 1�l
l&3) is a nontrivial, unramified, abelian extension of K.

Definition. A unit ' # A* is called singular primary if '#ul (mod *l)
for some u # A.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. By the theorem of Kurihara, C (l&3)
l =0. A conse-

quence of the proof of the main conjecture of Iwasawa is that for i=2, 4, ...,
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l&3, |C (i)
l |=|((A*)+

l �CU +
l )(i)|, where CU+ is the group of real

cyclotomic units, (A*)+ is the group of real units, and ((A*)+
l �CU +

l )(i) is
defined in the same way as C (i)

l . From this it follows that C (l&3)
l =0 O El&3

cannot be an l th power (cf., [Wa, Chapter 8, pp. 146 and 157]). Thus
K(E 1�l

l&3) is a nontrivial extension of K. Now, note that K(E 1�l
l&3) is

unramified at all primes of K except possibly at (*)=(1&`). As already
mentioned, we have l | Bl&3 . By [Mo, p. 115] (cf. also [Wa3, Theorem 2]),
Em is singular primary if l | Bm . Thus K(E 1�l

l&3) is unramified also at (*).
(cf. for instance, [Wa, exercise 9.3, p. 182].) Hence the lemma.

Corollary. For any principal ideal (:) of K, [El&3 �(:)]=1.

Proof. By the lemma, K(E 1�l
l&3) is a subfield of Hl , the Hilbert l-class

field of K. Under the Artin map, the principal ideals map to the trivial
automorphism. Hence the l th power residue symbol [El&3 �(:)] should be
trivial, since it gives the action of the trivial automorphism on K(E 1�l

l&3).
From the above corollary, we see that [El&3 �J] depends only on the

ideal class of J, for any ideal J. Now, recall that from equation (2.2) we
have I=PtQk1

1 } } } Qkm
m (#�$). Using Theorem A, we get

1={El&3

I =={El&3

Pt ={El&3

Qk1
1 = } } } {El&3

Qkm
m = (2.4)

Proposition 2.3. Let t be as in equation (2.4) above. Then t#0 (mod l ).

Remark. If C (3)
l =0, then we have t=0. So we may assume C (3)

l {0.

For the proof we will need the following:

Lemma 2.4 ([He], p. 434). Let k # [5, ..., l&2], and Pk be any ideal
prime to (*) whose class belongs to C (k)

l . Then [El&3 �Pk]=1.

Proof of Prop. 2.3. Assume t�0 (mod l ). From the equation (2.3), we
know [El&3 �I]=1. Applying Lemma 2.4 to equation (2.4), we get
[El&3�Pt]=[El&3 �P]t=1. Then the assumption t�0 (mod l ) O
[El&3�P]=1. We show that this is impossible.

Let [X] be any ideal class in Cl . Represent it by a prime ideal J different
from (*). In Cl we can write [J]=[Pa0] >N

j=1 [Paj
j ], where a0 , a1 , ...,

aN # Z, and [Pj] # C (i)
l , i{3. By the assumption that t�0 (mod l), we

obtained [El&3 �P]=1. Then by the multiplicativity of the power residue
symbol and Lemma 2.4, we get [El&3 �J]=1. This implies that the
Frobenius element ((Hl �K )�J ) induces the trivial automorphism of
K(E 1�l

l&3) over K, for all J as above. This is impossible, since K(E 1�l
l&3) is a

nontrivial extension of K contained in Hl , by Lemma 2.2. The contradiction
proves Prop. 2.3. Q.E.D.
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From equation (2.2) we have I l n
=(X+`Y )=Ptl nQk1 l n

1 } } } Qkm l n

m (#�$) l n
.

This gives the following relation in Cl , written additively: [Ptl n
]+

[Qk1 l n

1 ]+ } } } +[Qkm l n

m ]=0. Since Cl is a direct sum C (3)
l �M1� } } } �

Mm , [Ptl n
], [Qk1 ln

1 ], ..., [Qkml n

m ] must all be trivial in Cl . So we can write
Ptl n

=(|), and Qkjl n

j =(:j), for some |, :1 , ..., :m # A=Z[`]. Since l n�
|C (3)

l | by assumption, l | t O Ptl n
=(|)=(|$) l for some |$ # A. Thus we

get

X+`Y=':1 } } } :m ; l, ; # K*, ' # A*. (2.5)

Note that in equation (2.5), the numbers occurring on the right hand
side are not divisible by *, because * |% X+`Y. Thus 2(k) is defined for all
of them. By Prop. 1.2(a), 2(k)(;l)#0 (mod l ). By Prop. 1.3, 2(k)(')#0
(mod l ), \k # [3, 5, ..., l&3]. Taking k=3 and using Lemma 1.1, we get the
following:

2(3)(X+`Y )# :
m

j=1

2(3)(:j) (mod l ). (2.6)

Proposition 2.5.

2(3)(:j)#0 (mod l), for j=1, 2, ..., m.

Proof. Fix a j # [1, 2, ..., m]. we have [Qj] # C (i)
l for some i # [2, 3, ...,

l&2], i{3. Now, from the definition of C (i)
l , [Qj]

_=[Qj]
|i(r), where

[Qj]
|i(r) is defined in the usual way, using the fact that [Qj]

l m
vanishes for

large enough m. Since |i(r)#ri (mod l ), we get [Qj]
_=[Qj]

ri
[Qj]

aj l O
:_

j =!j:ri

j %l
j , where %j # K*, !j # A*. Using the properties of logarithmic

derivatives (Section 1) we have: 2(3)(:j)
_#r3 2(3)(:j)#ri 2(3)(:j) (mod l ).

Now the proposition follows, since i # [2, 3, ..., l&2] and i{3. Q.E.D.

Thus from equation (2.6) we get 2(3)(X+`Y )#0 (mod l ). Now,
2(3)(X+`Y ) = (d 3�dv3) log(X+evY )| v=0 = XY(X&Y )�(X+Y )3. Since
l |% XYz, we get X&Y#x&y#0 (mod l ). We had xl n

+yl n
+zl n

=0. Note
that the roles of x, y, z are interchangeable in this equation as well as the
arguments above. Hence we also get y&z#x&z#0 (mod l ). Thus x#

y#z (mod l ). Reducing xl+yl+zl modulo l, we get x+y+z#0 (mod l ).
This gives 3x#3y#3z#0 (mod l). Since l is irregular we certainly have
l>3. So l | x, l | y, l | z, a contradiction. Q.E.D.

Note. We can also prove (cf., [S]) Theorem 2.1 with n�max(1, h5),
where l h5=|C (5)

l |, assuming that C (5)
l is cyclic.
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